We report on the fabrication and opto-electronic characterization of solution-processed planar heterojunction perovskite solar cells based on methylammonium (MA) lead halide derivatives, MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = Cl, Br, I). Dissolving equimolar amounts of lead iodide (PbI 2 ) and methylammonium iodide (H 3 CNH 3 I) together with various amounts of additional methylammonium halides, perovskite precursor solutions were obtained, which were used in the fabrication of three perovskite systems, MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 3Àx Cl x and MAPbI 3Àx Br x .
Introduction
With the growing concerns about the finite supply of nonrenewable energy sources based on fossil fuels (e.g. oil, coal, natural gas, etc.), the geopolitical climate surrounding fossil fuel production coupled with the environmental consequences of greenhouse gas emissions underscores the urgency of searching for alternative renewable and sustainable energy sources. Several technologies are available for the production of clean, efficient and reliable energy from renewable energy sources such as wind, sun, water, biomass and geothermal energy but solar photovoltaic (PV) energy stands out as the only technology with sufficient theoretical capacity to meet global electricity demands.
There are worldwide efforts focusing on the development of PV technologies based on organic-inorganic material systems which offer the prospect of significantly improved performance and/or low cost manufacturing. Photovoltaic cells based on organic-inorganic hybrid materials have shown rapid improvements over the past decade comparing favourably with existing inorganic semiconductor technologies in a number of key criteria such as scalability and manufacturing costs. Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite materials are currently among the most competitive candidates for semiconductor materials and have experienced the fastest increase in reported efficiencies ever obtained for any PV technology. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The development of metal halide perovskite solar cells was triggered by the reports of Kojima et al., 1 and Im et al. 2 on liquid electrolyte-based dye-sensitized solar cells. Perovskite solar cell (PSC) devices have shown tremendous advancement in energy conversion efficiency starting from 3.8% in 2009 1 to reaching 22.1% to date. 6 The certificated PCE of 22.1% is higher than the certificated record PCE of polycrystalline silicon solar cells 6 indicating a competitive advantage. The reason for the rapid increase in PCE of PSCs is that these perovskite materials possess most of the properties required to be excellent PV absorbers: sharp absorption edge as a function of composition, superior light absorption coefficient (B10 5 cm
À1
), long electron and hole diffusion lengths to suppress the recombination of photoexcited charges, high carrier mobility and an apparent tolerance for defects. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Pioneering work suggested that perovskite films exhibit composition-/structure-dependent properties, which can be accessed by various processing approaches. 13 Noh et al., 7 showed that chemical modification of MAPbI 3 by substituting iodide by bromide can tune the bandgaps in the range between 1.5 eV and 2.3 eV by incorporating MAPbBr 3 . By substituting iodine with chlorine or bromine, the emission of thin films can be varied from ultra-violet to near infrared. 14 Controlling perovskite morphology and composition has been found to be critical for the development of high-performance perovskite solar cells. [15] [16] [17] Many methods have been utilized for the deposition of perovskite films including the solution-processing, dualsource vapour deposition and vapour-assisted solution process (VASP). To date, the perovskite layer in these efficient solar cells has generally been fabricated by either vapour deposition or a twostep sequential deposition process. Solution processed devices have the potential to reduce production costs substantially. Several successful perovskite device architectures have been reported. Hybrid perovskites have demonstrated high power conversion efficiencies both in thin film planar device architectures [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and meso-structured device architectures comprising mesoscopic alumina, [23] [24] [25] zirconia 26 or titania. [27] [28] [29] It is yet unclear whether perovskite-absorber devices of different architecture types perform equally well or if certain architectures will prove beneficial over others. 4, 28 Despite the remarkable progress in record efficiency, many fundamental aspects still need to be addressed at both the material and device levels. The fundamental questions are centred on perovskite material/device development and characterization, perovskite materials' structural and electronic properties, perovskite composition control with band gap tuning, device operation principles (e.g. hysteresis), the nature of photogenerated excitations and long term stability. Advances in methylammonium lead halide photovoltaic devices depend on understanding the nature of photogenerated excitations (i.e. charge carrier-phonon interactions) and the role of excitons. However, a full consensus on charge carrier-phonon interactions and their temperaturedependence is still lacking.
Motivated by the high PCE achieved with perovskites and with the desire to find a simplified processing alternative to both mesoporous TiO 2 
Perovskite precursor solutions
A variety of perovskite formulations were utilized to explore the role of precursor composition in the photovoltaic performance of the MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 3Àx Cl x and MAPbI 3Àx Br x perovskite solar cells. Systematic analysis was undertaken using PbI 2 /MAIprecursor solutions with various amounts of additional methylammonium iodide (MAI), methylammonium chloride (MACl) or methylammonium bromide (MABr). This range of initial precursor mixtures was designed to contrast perovskite films derived from pure triiodide and mixed halide (iodide-chloride and iodide-bromide) formulations with rather exact stoichiometry. Precursor mixed halide solutions were prepared in DMF by overnight stirring at room temperature. The mixtures that exhibited the best PV performance were employed for all morphological and optical studies presented in this manuscript. ). Before application, the solutions were filtered using 0.45 mm PTFE syringe filters. The final stoichiometric proportions in the fabricated perovskite films with regard to iodide/chloride and iodide/bromide content, respectively, was not further evaluated.
Device fabrication and characterization
In this work planar heterojunction perovskite solar cells with a layer configuration of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al were prepared by using almost exclusively solution-processing techniques. The glass /ITO substrates were first cleaned successively with acetone, and isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath. PEDOT:PSS was spin coated at 1000 rpm for 1 min and annealed first at 120 1C for 10 min, rinsed with isopropanol and then annealed for another 10 min at 120 1C. The perovskite precursor solution, MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = I, Cl, Br) was deposited by spin coating at 1800 rpm for 20 s and 2000 rpm for 5 s. PCBM solution (20 mg mL À1 ) in 1 : 1 ratio of chlorobenzene and chloroform was spin coated at 1500 rpm for 30 s on top of the perovskite film. Finally, 110 nm of aluminium layer was thermally evaporated on top of the PCBM layer in a vacuum chamber. In the fabrication of the devices with the three perovskite systems (i.e. MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 3Àx Cl x and MAPbI 3Àx Br x ) all experimental parameters were held constant except for the PEDOT:PSS formulation. MAPbI 3 and MAPbI 3Àx Br x perovskite solar cells were fabricated using low conductivity PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PVP Al 4083) with added Zonyl (0.7 vol%). The fabrication of the device assemblies with MAPbI 3Àx Cl x followed a previously reported protocol using high conductivity PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PH 1000) with DMSO (5 vol%) and Zonyl (0.7 vol%) as additives. 30 The finished solar cells were tested on a LOT-QD solar simulator (LS0821). The radiation intensity was adjusted using a reference silicon diode to 100 mW cm
À2
. External quantum efficiencies (EQEs) were recorded by using a lock-in amplifier (EG&G 7260). The devices were illuminated by monochromatic light from a xenon lamp passing through a monochromator (Acton SP150) with typical intensities in the range of 10 to 100 mW. A filter wheel holding long-pass filters and a mechanical chopper was mounted between the xenon lamp and the monochromator. Chopping frequencies in the range of 10-200 Hz were used. A calibrated silicon diode (Hamamatsu S2281) was used as a reference.
Results and discussion

Perovskite thin film morphology
As optoelectronic properties of perovskite films are closely related to the accomplished film quality, the deposition of uniform, pinhole free films is crucial for fabricating high performance perovskite solar cells. Therefore, the investigation of perovskite film formation is crucial for the effective processing from solution. 31 Perovskites film morphologies were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Fig. 1a-c(i) ) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, Fig. 1a-c(ii) ). Variations in perovskite crystal size and grain boundaries in the perovskite films can be identified. The SEM and AFM images reveal tightly packed crystallites of several micrometres in size in the case of PbMAI 3Àx Cl x (Fig. 1b(i) ) whereas PbMAI 3 ( Fig. 1a(i) ) and PbMAI 3Àx Br x (Fig. 1c(i) ) show smaller crystallites. Besides probable variations in the halide compositions of the final perovskite films and the impact of the seeding layer (PEDOT:PSS), these differences might be due to slower crystallization during the PbMAI 3Àx Cl x perovskite film formation compared to PbMAI 3 and PbMAI 3Àx Br x . 32 These results clearly suggest that perovskite film morphology depends on the composition of the perovskite precursor formulation. AFM images (Fig. 1a-c (ii)) of the same perovskite films deposited on PEDOT:PSS show perovskite crystallites consistent with the SEM images. Attempts to deposit perovskite films directly on glass substrates resulted in nonuniform, discontinuous thin films readily verified by optical microscopy images (Fig. S1 , ESI †). The good quality of the perovskite layers prepared on the glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrates could be demonstrated by optical microscopy images, too, revealing uniform and continuous pinhole-free films (Fig. S1 , ESI †). The exact effect of chloride in terms of modifying the crystallinity of the perovskite morphology is not known. 33 In order to probe for the presence and content of chloride within the fabricated MAPbI 3Àx Cl x films, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements were conducted (Fig. S2a, ESI †) . However, no hint for the presence of chloride could be found indicating that the concentration is below the detection limit of EDX. The morphological evolution of the MAPbI 3Àx Cl x perovskite film may be attributable to slow crystallization induced by the replacement of Cl À with I À during the perovskite formation. 8 In contrast to the absence of chloride peaks in the EDX data of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3Àx Cl x system, the presence of bromide is observed in the CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3Àx Br x films (Fig. S2b, ESI †) . As bromide is heavier than chloride, methylammonium bromide may not be as volatile as methylammonium chloride during the temperature assisted crystallisation and induce defects and imperfection in the perovskite layer resulting in lower power conversion efficiencies of the corresponding photovoltaic devices. Fig. 2 shows the room temperature absorbance (Fig. 2a ) and photoluminescence (PL) spectra (Fig. 2b) of MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = Cl, Br, I). The absorption onset for all 3 systems is about 800 nm suggesting highly iodide-dominated perovskite systems even in the case of the mixed-halide formulations. This is consistent with the EDX-findings for MAPbI 3Àx , the low bromide content in the MAPbI 3Àx Br x (x start = 0.2) formulation, and previously reported data on thin films of solution-processed mixed halide perovskites. [34] [35] [36] Substitution of iodine with chlorine or bromine atoms is expected to increase the band gap of perovskites. 37 The PL peak for all three invested formulations occurs in the range of the position reported for MAPbI 3 . 38 This again appears consistent with low chloride and bromide content in the respective film. The impact of the PEDOT:PSS hole transport and the PCBM electron transport interlayer on the dissociation of excitons into free charges and the extraction of free carriers could be estimated by means of photoluminescence spectroscopy. Significant quenching effects were observed from the photoluminescence data of perovskite films in contact with either a PEDOT:PSS or PCBM layer (Fig. S3, ESI †) . The quenching of the perovskite PL in the glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite configuration is distinct, and in the glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ perovskite/PCBM assembly the quenching becomes quantitative suggesting charge separation to occur at both interfaces, PEDOT:PSS/perovskite and perovskite/PCBM. The data indicate that the carrier generation at the perovskite/PEDOT:PSS interface is less pronounced than at the perovskite/PCBM interface.
Temperature-dependent photoluminescence spectroscopy
Charge-carrier-phonon interactions, which greatly impact the efficiency of exciton dissociation and charge transfer of the MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = Cl, Br, I) systems were elucidated via temperature-dependent photoluminescence spectroscopy. Temperature-dependent PL measurements from 77 to 293 K on perovskite samples on glass substrates were carried out and the data are summarized in Fig. 3 . MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = Cl, Br, I) perovskite systems show a decrease in emitted photoluminescence intensity with increasing temperature, which is attributed to temperature-activated exciton dissociation. The PL peak of all three materials shows a continuous shift towards higher energy with increasing temperature. The shifts in peak energy at various temperatures may be associated with phase transitions commonly found in lead halide perovskites 41, 42 or by recently documented increasing the bandgaps of halide perovskite semiconductors upon decreasing the temperature. 43 In addition, a significant peak broadening with increasing temperature is observed for MAPbI 3 ( Fig. 3a) and MAPbI 3Àx Cl x (Fig. 3b) , both systems showing highly resembling results. In the MAPbI 3Àx Br x film this peak broadening is distinctively more pronounced (Fig. 3c) . The PL broadening is attributed to stronger exciton-phonon interaction at rising temperatures. 39, 44 Several groups have reported multi-peak emission behaviour from methylammonium lead halide systems at temperatures below 150 K. 40, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] The origin of this multi-peak behaviour is not fully understood. Such behaviour was not observed in our MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = Cl, Br, I) perovskites. The temperaturedependent photoluminescence data in Fig. 3 were used to assess the linewidth parameters of the fabricated MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = Cl, Br, I) perovskites, and the extracted fitting parameters are presented in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4a-c( The temperature-dependent photoluminescence intensity plotted in Fig. 4a-c(ii) , was fitted using the Arrhenius equation, 39, 52 eqn (1),
in which I 0 is the intensity at 0 K, E B the binding energy and k B the Boltzmann constant. In general, substitution doping of Cl À or Br À into MAPbI 3 may hinder collective molecular motions, leading to larger exciton binding energy. However, our results show a decrease in exciton binding energy for both of the mixed halide perovskites in comparison to MAPbI 3 . From the plots in Fig. 4a-c(ii) , a fit of the data points using eqn (1) 55 and not for methylammonium lead iodide-bromide View Article Online perovskites. Exciton binding energies reported in literature cover a broad range from 2 to 55 meV. 9, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] This rather large variation in exciton binding energy in organic halide lead perovskites is not well understood from fundamental principles. They suggest that the exciton characteristics of hybrid perovskites are sensitive to the synthesis, composition and morphology as shown in our results. To assess the contributions from phonons the temperaturedependence of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PL was analysed, Fig. 4a-c(iii) . From the non-linear fittings of Fig. 4a-c(iii) , the gradient of the FWHM versus temperature approaches zero at low temperatures, suggesting negligible exciton-acoustic contribution, s = 0. The temperature-dependent peak-width broadening was fitted using the independent Boson model:
in which G 0 is the inhomogeneous broadening contribution, s and G op are the exciton-acoustic phonon interaction and the excitonoptical phonon contribution to the linewidth broadening respectively, and ho op is the optical-phonon energy. Assuming no exciton-acoustic phonon interaction, as reported in previous temperature-dependent photoluminescence studies 40, 62 and that photoexcitation results only in radiative luminescence or in charge carriers, fitting of the temperature-dependent photoluminescence data parameters, enabled us to deduce the charge yield, as a function of temperature given by the solid line in Fig. 4a-c(iii) . The inhomogeneous broadening contributions, G 0 , for MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 3Àx Cl x and MAPbI 3Àx Br x were found to be 46.5 AE 1.1, 47.9 AE 0.82 and 53.2 AE 0.79 meV respectively. The exciton-optical phonon contributions, G op , were found to be 58.4 AE 13.5, 62.1 AE 10.2 and 78.4 AE 11.9 meV respectively. The optical-phonon energies, ho op , were determined to be 29.6 AE 4.7, 29.6 AE 3.3 and 32.7 AE 3.2. The values of temperature-dependent FWHM, which were extracted from the data of the MAPbI 3Àx Br x perovskite system, are somewhat higher than those for MAPbI 3 and MAPbI 3Àx Cl x . This is attributed to stronger electron-phonon coupling in the bromide perovskite than in the iodide and chloride perovskites. 44 The observed inhomogeneous broadening contributions, exciton-optical phonon contribution and optical-phonon energy values are within the range of values reported by Wu et al. 40 and Quarti et al. 63 (25-42 meV) . Although charge-carrier-phonon interactions in methylammonium lead halide perovskites are still a matter of debate, our results provide a link between precursor composition and charge-carrier-phonon interactions. coating perovskite precursor solutions containing halides in various ratios and amounts, MAPbI 3Àx Y x (Y = Cl, Br, I), were determined and compared. The fabricated devices were characterized by measuring their current density-voltage ( J-V) curves under standard air mass 1.5 Global (AM 1.5G) illumination (Fig. 5(i) ) and their EQE spectra (Fig. 5(ii) ). J-V curves recorded in reverse direction (from positive to negative applied voltages) and EQE spectra (Fig. 5(ii) ) of perovskite devices fabricated from DMF precursor solutions containing PbI 2 /MAI and various amounts of additional methylammonium halide salt, methylammonium iodide (Fig. 5a ), methylammonium chloride (Fig. 5b) , and methylammonium bromide (Fig. 5c) , are shown. The efficiency of the devices was found to vary with halide ion concentration and care was taken to ensure that the processing conditions for each device were reproduced as consistently as possible.
The photocurrent and external quantum efficiency of typical devices with different PbI 2 : xMAI molar ratios of 0.8 (1.25 M), 0.6 (1.5 M), 0.5 (2 M), 0.4 (2.5 M) and 0.3 (3 M) are shown in Fig. 5a (i) and (ii). It was found that a non-stoichiometric precursor solution is critical for the formation of MAPbI 3 films and a PbI 2 : MAI molar ratio of 0.5 resulted in the best performing device. Results in Fig. 5a , indicate that high MAI concentrations act deleteriously in the MAPbI 3 device as evidenced by the poor photovoltaic performance of cells. J sc decreases from 15.7 mA cm
À2
(at x = 2) to 2.2 mA cm À2 (at x = 3) while V oc increases only from 0.98 to 1.14 V. The integrated EQE was in good agreement with the short-circuit photocurrent density determined from J-V measurements performed under simulated solar radiation. On the basis of these results, the MAPbI 3 solar cell device fabrication was optimized with x fixed at 2 (Fig. 6) . The J-V curves and external quantum efficiency spectra of typical devices with different MAI : xMACl molar ratios of 2 (0.5 M), 1 (1 M), 0.6 (1.5 M) and 0.5 (2 M) are shown in Fig. 5b(i) and (ii). The trend in PCE as a function of x shows that J sc decreases from 17.8 mA cm À2 (at x = 1) to 15.6 mA cm À2 (at x = 0.5).
V oc increases from 0. 940 V to 0.978 V. On the basis of these results, the MAPbI 3Àx Cl x solar cell device fabrication was optimized with x fixed at 1 to enhance the photovoltaic performance of the solar cells. During the rise of V oc with a decrease in x (Fig. 5b(i) ), J sc maintains a relatively large value. It was found that overstoichiometric MACl does not strongly influence the optical properties and photovoltaic performance of the MAPbI 3Àx Cl x in contrast to MAPbI 3 -based solar cells. Fig. 5c shows the J-V curves for different typical MAPbI 3Àx Br x photovoltaic devices. The photocurrent and external quantum Fig. 5c(i) and (ii) . Devices exhibit considerably lower J sc , V oc , and FF with an increase in x. The trend in PCE as a function of x shows that J sc decreases from 9.6 mA cm À2 (at x = 0.2) to 2.8 mA cm À2 (at x = 1). In this range V oc increases from 0.98 to 1.22 V. A significant decrease in cell efficiency is observed by increasing the Br content due to a decrease in the J sc , which is ascribed to the blue shift of the absorption band-edge observed in Fig. 5c (ii). For x 4 0.8, the device performance deteriorates considerably.
The best performing halide ratios were compared employing ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/PCBM/Al planar heterojunction architecture. Representative photovoltaic parameters showing the J-V curves of optimized solar cells measured in the dark and under illumination AM1.5G for MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 3Àx Cl x and MAPbI 3Àx Br x (Fig. 6) . The corresponding semi-logarithmic current-voltage characteristics are shown in Fig. S4 (ESI †). Power conversion efficiencies of 9.2, 12.5 and 5.4% were obtained for MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 3Àx Cl x and MAPbI 3Àx Br x respectively.
Despite the higher open circuit voltages found for MAPbI 3 and MAPbI 3Àx Br x , devices, power conversion efficiencies are smaller compared to MAPbI 3Àx Cl x -based devices due to lower short circuit currents and fill factors. Higher series resistances were observed in MAPbI 3 and MAPbI 3Àx Br x devices compared to MAPbI 3Àx Cl x devices. The high FF in MAPbI 3Àx Cl x indicates that the charge transport and collection is more efficient, corroborating results obtained in the temperature-dependent photoluminescence spectroscopy. The observed correlation of photovoltaic performance with the mean crystallite size is likely due to the fact that larger perovskite crystallites exhibit a reduced area of grain boundaries and consequently lower overall density of defect states.
3.3.2 Hysteresis. Methylammonium lead halide perovskites are ionic crystals, therefore frequency-dependent electrical polarization and ionic drift currents may affect potentio-dynamic measurements. 64, 65 The effect of scan rate and direction on hysteretic behaviour is summarized in Fig. 7 . A general trend was observed concerning the influence of the scan rate on hysteresis. Specifically, our results show that the hysteresis is enhanced at high sweep rates and the PCE under reverse scan increases with increases in scan rate, whereas the efficiency under forward scan decreases with the scan rate. Furthermore, the magnitude of the hysteresis is clearly sensitive to the precursors utilized for the perovskite growth as it is minimal in PbMAI 3Àx Cl x solar cells compared to their PbMAI 3 and PbMAI 3Àx Br x counterparts.
Hysteresis in perovskite-absorber devices has been speculated to originate from ion migration. [66] [67] [68] Since ion migration is particularly sensitive to the concentration of mobile vacancies, this would suggest that the hysteretic behaviour of perovskite devices should be influenced by the stoichiometry of the perovskite material, as well as the degree of crystallinity and the size of crystalline domains. We therefore investigated concentrationdependent hysteretic behaviour of the prepared perovskite solar cells. Fig. S6 (ESI †) shows that hysteresis is most severe at high MAX concentrations with less hysteresis in MAPbI 3Àx Cl x in comparison to MAPbI 3 and MAPbI 3Àx Br x devices. However, the origin of the J-V hysteresis is still under debate and there are challenges associated with the proposed mechanisms.
The statistical data analysis of the investigated devices is shown in Fig. S7 (ESI †) and device parameters are summarized in Table S1 (ESI †). The data shows that PbMAI 3Àx Cl x cells exhibit superior photovoltaic performance in comparison to PbMAI 3 and PbMAI 3Àx Br x devices.
Conclusion
In summary, we fabricated low-cost planar heterojunction perovskite solar cells which offer a wide tenability of their composition and structure by adjusting the metal halide framework. We investigated their optical and electronic properties to develop a fundamental understanding of perovskite material properties and device operation principles. Our work shows that methylammonium lead halide perovskites exhibit composition-/structure-dependent properties. Although the exact values for exciton binding energies in methylammonium lead halide perovskites are still a matter of debate, our results fall into the range of reported values and provide a link between composition and charge carrier-phonon interactions. Whether the opto-electrical and photovoltaic performance differences between the single halide (tri-iodide) and mixed halide (I/Cl and I/Br) perovskite materials are a result of crystal orientations or different photogenerated excitations, requires more research.
